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techniques have been characterised by the Phase Modulated Spectroscopic Ellipsometer, installed recently in the
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ZrO2 films and on multilayer thin films devices e.g., high reflectivity mirror, beam combiner, beam splitter, narrow
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composition have been used as fitting parameters. The optical constants of the substrates have been supplied anc
a trial dispersion relation have been used for the layers. In case of inhomogeneous layers, trial compositions have
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Characterisation of Different Single and Multilayer films using Phase
Modulated Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

by

N.C.Das, D.Bhattacharyya andS. Thakur

Spectroscopy Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Mumbai - 400 085

INTRODUCTION:

For the ongoing laser development project of both B.A.R.C. and CAT, there is a
continuous demand for multilayer thin film optical devices, such as high reflectivity mirror,
beam combiner, beam splitter, narrow band filter, Fabry-Perot etalon tetc. For studying
the characteristics of the above mentioned thin film optical devices, one requires accurate
measurements of the optical constants of the coatings and with this goal in mind a Phase
Modulated Spectroscopic EUipsometer (Model UVISEL™ 460, ISA JOBIN-YVON
SPEX) has been installed recently in the Spectroscopy Division, B.A.R.C. Here we reoprt
our studies on single layers of Cu, Si and ZrO2 films and multilayer films of TiO2/SiO2 in
the ellipsometer.

In the ellipsometer method, the variation of the amplitude and the phase
difference between the perpendicular (p) and the parallel (s) components of the reflected
light polarised with respect to the plane of incidence are measured. In general reflection
causes a change in the relative phase of p and s waves and in the ratio of their amplitudes.
The effect of reflection is measured by the two quantities \|/ which measures the amplitude
ratio and A which measures the relative phase change.
These are given by [1];

p = rp/rs = tan vj/ exp(iA) (1)

where rp and rs are the reflection coefficients for the p and s component of the waves
respectively. Thus ellipsometry can determine two independent parameters simultaneously
- viz., the relative changes in the amplitude and phase of light on reflection from the film at
each wavelength - as against the spectrophotometric technique which can only measure
the chnges in intensity (amplitude) as a function of wavelength. If one performs
ellipsometry on opaque solid then index of refraction (n) and extinction coefficients (k),
of the solid for a given photon energy hu can be extracted even from the ellipsometric
measured parameters (vy and A) at the single hu, as long as angle of incidence is known. A
single reflectance measurement does not provide this information. Moreover, when



ellipsometry is measured as a function of wavelength the determination of thickness
becomes also possible. " •

A most significant advantage of ellipsometry is its capability to deal with the
inhomogeneity of thin films [2]. Most of the methods of determination of optical constants
from the spectrophotometric data assumes the films to be homogeneous and even if
inhomogeneity is incorporated, one has to make an arbitrary assumption that the
inhomogeneity varies linearly with the thikness of the film. However, the assumption does
hold for films where the inhomogeneity apprears only due to the presence of
microroughness on the surface. The advantages of ellipsometry are the high accuracy and
the precision of the mesurement with a high sensitivity to small perturbation on the surface
structure. The effect of optical anisotropy which appear in different types of thin films
during growth can also be incorporated in case of ellipsometric analysis and over the last
few decades, ellipsometry has been used in characterisation of thin films and bulk surfaces
both in in-situ and ex-situ conditions in a wide area of materials science and solid state
physics. The studies include growth of very thin oxide, band structure study,
chemisorption and gas adsorption processes on clean semiconductor surfaces, films
deposited on transparent and dielectric substrates, surface layers grown on metal,-films of
polar organic molecules and LB films, thin film annealing and etching processes etc [2-10].

EXPERIMENTAL:

The ellipsometric data for the single layer Cu, Si and Z1O2 and multilayer
TiO2/SiC>2 samples were measured in a Spectroscopic Phase Modulated Ellipsometer
(Model UVISEL™ 460, ISA JOBIN-YVON SPEX) recently installed in this Division.
Measurements are carried out in the spectral range 280-1600 nm and the data were
analysed to get informations regarding the optical constants of differenrt layers,
thicknesses of individual layers, surface roughness and also about interface roughness (in
case of multilayer films).

1. Instrument:

The UVISEL 460 consists of a light source, a sample holder, a polariser, an
analyser, a photo-elastic modulator (polariser, analyser and modulator mounted on a
goniometer), a monochromator and two detectors as shown in fig. I.

The light source is a 125 W Xenon arc lamp fed by a stabilised power supply and
mounted on a heat sink dissipator housing. The polariser and the analyser (both Glan
type) are made from calcite precision prisms mounted on a rotating plate. The
photoelastic modulator is a rectangular shaped fused silica cemented with a piezo-electric
quartz crystal. The piezo-electric crystal is activated by a 50 kHz sinusoidal electric signal
which induces a time-varying birefringence through the silica bar. The HR460
monochromator has got 250 mm focal length with two 58x58 mm^ ruled plane gratings
with 1200 gr/mm (for UV-VIS range) and 600 gr/mm (for IR range) respectively. It has
got an aperture off/4.1 and resolution 0.1 nm at 500 nm. The monochromator is provided
with one entrance slit connected to the filter assembly and two exit slits coupled to two



detectors. Three sets of filters are used to chose a particular range of wavelength. The
detectors are a PMT (for 185-930 nm) and an IR detector (for 900-1700) nm. The PMT
(R 928S Himamatsu) contains an opaque multialkali photocathode working at reflection
mode having peak sensitivity at 400 nm with a current amplification of 10?. The ER.
detector is InGaAs Himamatsu Photodiode (G5125-I0) with a peak responsivity
wavelength at 1550 nm [11].

Two optical fibres are used for the efficient transfer of light energy in the system -
one between the light source and the polariser unit and the second one between the
analyser and the filter assembly mounted at the monochromator entrance slit. Both the
fibres are of the same specifications (3 m length, core dia: lmm and numerical aperture of
0.37). The background light rejection is done by taking the signal with and without a
mechanically operated shutter connected with the light source. The excitation and the
analyser heads are mounted on a precision Goniometer which allows the measurements at
incidence angles continuously varying from 40 to 90°. The accuracy of the position of the
Goniometer arms are better than ± 0.02°. Finally an autocollimator is provided for the
precision adjustment of the sample holder and sample holder is provided with a pump
which allows the tight holding of the sample on the sample holder.

All the individual parts of the instrument is controlled by the different cards mounted
in the Spectralink Controller unit. All the cards have its own microprocessor controlled by
the PC through the ELLI42 Software. There are four MDR cards for driving different
motors, one HV card which supply high voltages, one PEM card to control the Photo-
elastic modulator, one PIO card to control the operation of different filters and shutters
and one ACQDSP (Acquisition and Data processing ) that performs the acquisition of
the ellipsometric signals, process the data and finally transfer these to the computer. The
ELLI42 software is also provided with a modelling programme through which one can fit
the experimental and theoretical data based on some model regarding the sample structure
and the dispersion of the optical constants of the different layers of the samples.

The reproducibility claimed by the supplier and checked by us for the measurement
of the ellipsometric parameters i|/ and A are 0.01° for vj/ values and 0.02° for A values.

2. Theory:
In the Phase Modulated Ellipsometry technique used here, the reflected light is

modulated by a photo-elastic modulator. The modulator is actually a fused silica bar which
is subjected to periodical stress induced by a piezoelectric transducer. The stress creates
an optical anisotropy in the silica bar. As a result, the refractive index corresponding to a
light beam with its polarisation parallel to the strain, differes from the index corresponding
to a beam with its poplarisation perpendicular to the stress. Since the strain is modulated,
the emerging beam will also have its polarisation modulated. Thus a photoelastic
modulator induces a phase shift 5(t) between the two eigenmodes. In this case the
detected intensity takes the general form [12]:

I(X,t)= [Io +IS sin8(t) + Ic cos 5(t) ] (2)
where,
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. Fig-1: Schematic Diagram of the Phase-Modulated Ellipsometer (UVISEL -460).

Io = 1-COS2VJ/ cos2A + cos2(P-M) cos2M (cos2A-cos2y)
+ sin 2A cosA cos2(P-M) sin2y sin2M (3)

Is = sin2(P-M) sin 2A sin2y sinA (4)

Ic= sin2(P-M) [sin2M (cos2\|/-cos2A)+sin2A cos2M sin2\t> cosA] (5)

where, the angles A, P and M are the respective orientations of the Analyser, Polariser and
Modulator w.r.t the plane of incidence (fig.2).

In most of the measurements, the polariser is oriented such that (P-M) is ± 45°. So
the values of A and M can suitably be chosen so that the ellipsometric parameters can be
obtained easily from eqn.s (3) and (4). The most useful configurations are:

Configuration A: M=0°, A= ±45°
I 0 = l
h ~ ±(P-M) ±A s m 2y¥ sinA
I c = ^P-M) ±A s m 2v

(6)
(7)
(8)

where, ± A is +1 if A = +45° and -1 if A = - 45° etc.



Configuration B: M = ± 45°, A= ± 45C

=A s i n

(9) .
(10)
(H)

Our measurements on all the films have been done in Configuration A.

In case of an ideal photo-elastic modulator, the phase modulation can be expressed as:
6(t) = Ao shot (12)

where, AQ is the modulation amplitude which is proportional to (Vm/X), Vm being the
excitation voltage and \ is the wavelength df light and eo is the modulation frequency (50
kHz in oue case). Then

Source

Detection System

Analyzer m

Fig-2: Optical configuration of the Phase-Modulated Ellipsometer (UVISEL-460)

(13)
(14)

sin 5(t) = 2 J [(AQ) sin cot + 2J3(Ao) sin 3<ot + ....
cos 5(t) = Jo+ 2J2(Ao) cos 2<at + 2J4(AO) cos 4cot +

where, Jn(A0) is the nth Bessel function of Ao.



Then combination of (2), (13) and (14) leads to the simple linear relation between the
quantities So, S^ and S203 determined from the numerical signal processing and the useful
quantities Io, I s and Ic as follows:

S o =* I o
 + Jo(Ao) Ic 05)

S© =2T1J1(AO)IS (16)
Ic (17)

where Tj and T 2 are the attenuation coefFecients of the detection system at the
frequencies © and 2co.

3. Modelling:

The measured Ellipsometry spectra is then fitted with an appropriate model, where
layer thickness and composition have been used as ..fitting ..parameters. The, optical
constants of the substrates have been supplied and a trial dispersion relation have been
used for the layers which would be discussed in detail in the Results and Discussion
section. In case of inhomogeneous layers, trial compositions have been given for- the
individual components for each layer. The calculation for the effective dielectric constants
have been done using Bruggeman Effective Medium Approxiamtion (EMA) model [2,13],
which decribes a composite of aggretaed phases or random mixture microstructure. The
roughness of the layers has been taken into account by assuming the film to be an
inhomogeneous mixture of material and voids.

4. Fitting:

Assuming the above sample structure and dispersion formula for the different layers,
the measured ellipsometric spectra are fitted objectively by minimising the squared
difference {yp-) between the measured and calculated values of the ellipsometric
parameters. Different ellipsometric parameters like (\j/, A), (cos A, tanvj/) etc. have been
used by other workers for the fitting process [14,15]. However we have used the
parameters Is and Ic for the fitting process since these have been found to be the most
sensitive parameters in case of phase-modulated measurements. Thus the fitting
procedure is the minimization of the y} parameter based on the Is and I c values defined in
eqn.s (4) and (5). The maximum number of iteration allowed is 100 and the criteria for
convergence used is byp- = 0.000001.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

2 is a hard material with relatively good refractive index to be used as an optical
thin film. Z1O2 films discussed in this report have been prepared by e-beam gun
evaporation technique on glass substrates at 350°C. Fig.3(a) & (b) shows the experimental
spectra for the ellipsometric parameters (y and A) as a function of wavelength for Z1O2
films deposited on glass substrates by e-beam evaporation. The experimental data have
been fitted with a theoretical model where the dispersion of the Z1O2 in the spectral range
condsidered is assumed to be described by the Sellmier dispersion relation [2]:

15 -

13 -

1 1 •

9 -

7 -

: Experimental
: Theoretical

2 8 O 32O 36O 4CJO 44O 48 O 32O 3 6 O 6QO

Fig-3(a): Experimental spectra with the best fit theoretical curve.
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Fig-3(b): Experimental A(X) curve with the best fit theoretical curve.

n2 (X) = A + B X2I (X2 - Xo
2) (22)

where, X is the wavelength in nanometer, Xo is the wavelength of the oscillator, B is the
oscillator strength and A is the contribution of the ultra-violet term.

The best fit to the experimental data has been obtained with a three layer sample
structure as shown in fig 3(c), where the film is found to grow as compact layer upto a
thickness of 1245 A° and then voids start to appear in the sample and the deposition is
terminated by a surface layer with micro-roughness which manifests in the presence of
more voids in the sample. As described above Bruggeman Effective Medium Thoery has
been used to calculate the effective dielectric constants of the layers. Similar
inhomogeneity has been found in ZrO2 films by other workers also [2], The best fit vaiues
for the dispersion relation have been obtained as follows:

A = 1.3020, B = 1.969157 and Xo = 110.183 nm
which gives the refractive index dispersion of Zr(>2 films as shown in fig.3(d). Similar
variation for refractive index of ZrC>2 films have been observed by other workers also [16]
though the values of the refractice index is not exactly the same. However, it has been
found [16] that the refractive index of the ZrC>2 films are very much dependent on the
preparation conditions.
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Fig-3(c): Sample structure obtained from the best fit model for the Zx§2 film.
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Fig-3(d): Variation of refractive index (n) with wavelength with the best tit parameter
of the Seilemier dispersion formula.

To show the strength of the fitting model in determining the sample structure the best fit
curves have also been shown assuming a double layer (fig.3e) and a single layer structure
(fig.3f). From the comparison of figures 3(a), (e) and (f) acceptibility of the three layer
model is quite obvious.
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2. Cu film:
Cu coatings have been considered to be potential candidates for application as soft

X-ray and synchroton radiation mirror. Because of their higher thermal conductivity, Cu
mirrors are supposed to sustain the thermal shock of the high energy photons [17]. Cu
coatings have been deposited on glass substrates by r.f. sputtering of OFEC Cu targets.
The sputtering has been carried out at Argon plasma with a pressure between 5 x 10-2

Torr to 1x10^ Torr and at a r.f. power of 200 W. The thickness of the individual layers
were measured in-situ by quartz crystal monitors and the optical characterisations have
been done by the ellipsometer.

Fig.s-4(a) and (b) show the variation of the refractive index (n) and the extinction
coefficient (k) as measured by the ellipsometer for four Cu coatings deposited at different
Ar pressure. It has been found that with the decrease in Argon pressure in the chamber,
the refractive index of the films increase and extinction coefficient decrease. This is
possibly due to the incorporation of more voids in the films deposited at lower Ar
pressure. To estimate the amount of void in the films along with the thickness we have
done the fitting of the experimental ellipsometric spectra. Fig.s-4(c) and 4(d) show the
variation of ellipsometric parameter vy and A respectively, as a function of wavelength
along with the theoretical fiiting curves for a representative Cu coating.

CU-2

1 . 3

l . O

O.8 •

O.6 -

O.4 -

O.2 -

3 0 0 4OO SOO 6OO 70O aoo SOO 1OOO 1JLOO 1 2 OO

Fig-4(a): Variation of refractive index with wavelength for four Cu films deposited at
different pressures. (Pressures have been indicated in the. fig.)
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Fig-4(b): Variation of extinction coefficient with wavelength for four Cu films deposited
at different pressures. (Pressures have been indicated in the fig.).

In the thoreticai model the variation of the optical constants of Cu layer with X has been
assumed to be given by the following Classical dispersion formula for metals [18]:

£ = So, + ( a 2
p )/(-a>2 + i Fj)©) (23)

where, s is the dielectric constant; EQO is the dielectric constant at high frequency, Frj) is

the damping factor, © is energy measured in eV and ©p is the Plasma frequency (measured
in eV) which depends on the free electron concentration of the metal.

The best fit was obtained for a single layer structure as shown in fig-4(e) and the
best fit parameters for the dispersion formula was found to be as follows:

£«, = 0.276

©p = 3.456 eV
TQ = 0.6 eV

Similar excercises have been carried out for other Cu films also and the variation of
refractive index(n) and extinction coefficient (k) have been shown in fig.s-4(f) and (g).
For comparison dispersion of n and k of Cu as obtained from ref.[19] has also been given
in these figures. The thicknesses and the amonut of voids present in the films as have been
obtained from the thoreticai fitting for the four films deposited at different Ar pressure
have been summarised in Table-I.
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theoretical fitting.
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It has been found that with the decrease in Argon pressure in the chamber, the
amount of void increases which has been manifested in the increase in refractive index and
decrease in extinction coefficient of the coatings. Also the thickness decreases with
decreasing pressure since the deposition rate also decreases. The thicknesses of the films
as have been expected from the in-situ measurements by quartz crystal have also been
given in Table-I which are found be less than that obtained from the theoretical fitting,
since in the deposition chamber the position of the crystal monitor is not at the same place
as the substrate holder.

110 nm Cu (95%) VOID (5%)

SUBSTRATE (GLASS)

Fig-4(e): Sample structure as obtained from the best fit of the experimental curve.
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Fig-4(f): Variation of refractive index (n) with wavelength for different Cu coatings as
obtained from the theoretical fitting of the ellipsometric data.
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Fig-4(g): Variation of extinction coefficient (k) with wavelength for different Cu
coatings as obtained from the theoretical fitting of the eilipsometric data.

TABLE-I: Thickness and Percentage of void obtained for different Cu layers:

Argon
Pressure (Torr)

0.001
0.02
0.035
0.05

Thickness (A°)
from Fitting

1000
1100
1100
1200

Thickness (A°)
measured by
Crystal Monitor

890
900
925

1000

Percentage of
void obtained
from fitting

10
7
5
0

15



3. Si Film:
Mo/Si and W/Si multilayers have been widely used as potential candidate for Soft

X-ray mirror coating [20]. As a begining of this work, Si films have been deposited by r.f.
sputtering technique on glass substrates at a pressure of 0.001 Ton* and at 200 W of r.f.
power from a 99.999% Si target. Here we present the ellipsometric characterisation of a
representative Si film. Fig.s-S(a) and (b) show the experimental vj/(\) and A(X) plots along
with the theoretical fittings. The following dispersion formulae have been used for the
variation of n and k with X for the Si film [21]:

k(E) * a (E-Eg)2/ (E2-bE+c)
n(E) = Veoo + (b0E+c0)/(E2-bE+c)

b 0 * (a/q) [-b2/2+Egb-E2
g+c]

c o = (a/q)[(E2
g+c)(b/2)-2Egc]

q = (1/2) V(4c-b2)

(24)
(25)

(26)
(27)
(28)

where, E is the photon energy and the
the high frequency dielectric constant
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Fig-5(a):
fitting.

Experimental vj/(X) curve for a representative Si film along with theoretical
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SUBSTRATE: GLASS

Fig-5(c). Sample structure for the Si film as obtained from theoretical fitting.

The sample structure obtained from the best fit is shown in fig-5(c). 20 A0 SiC>2 layer have
been found on the top of the Si layer in the fitting process. The best fit parameters for the
dispersion formulae are obtained as follows:

E X = 3.812, a = 0.368, b = 3.791 eV,c = 3.775 (eV)2 and Eg = 1.824 eV.
Fig-5(d) and (e) show the variation of n and k with wavelength as obtained from the best
fit dispersion formula alongwith the values obtained from ref. [22].
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4. TiO2/SiC>2 Multilayers:

Thin film multilayer dielectric coatings are now widely used for components like
high reflecting mirrors, beam splitter, beam combiner, narrow band filters etc. Among the
various dielectric materials TiO2 is perhaps the most promising material since it shows
high refractive index (almost transparent in visible and near IR), very good hardness and
forms a perfect couple with SiC>2 which is a low index material and also transparent in UV
to near IR [23, 24]. We present here, the results of ellipsometric measurements on a high
reflecting mirror, a beam combiner and a narrow band filter prepared by multilyer
dielectric coating of TiC^/SiC^.

A high reflecting coating is a stack of alternate high and low index films, all k/4
thick. Light which is reflected within the high index layers will not be phase shifted on
reflection while those beams reflected within the low index layers will suffer a phase
change of n Thus the various components of the incident light produced by reflection will
reappear at the front surface all in phase so that they recombine constructively. Thus the
effective reflectance of the assembly can be made very high by increasing the number of
layers. Fig.s-6(a) and (b) show the measured ellipsometric parameters along with the
theoretical fitting for a high reflecting mirror (Reflection > 92% in the wavelength range
550 - 750 nm) consisting of 23 alternate layers of TiC>2 and SiC>2 The model sample
structure is shown in fig-6(c) with the best fit thickness parameters. In the fitting process
the optical constants of SiC>2 has been taken from ref. [25] while the optical constants of
the TiC>2 layers have been assumed to follow the following dispersion formula for
crystalline semiconductors [26]:

s(co) = eoo + I p (AQX / p3) [ (l/{ E g - (Gox/p2) - ho - i

+ (1/2) (l/{ (Eg + A) -(Gox/p2) - hu - i
(24)

where, Eg is the fundamental transition energy, (Eg+A) is the exciton line, AQX and F are
the strength and broadening parameters and Go x is the binding energy of exciton.

The best fit parameters for the dispersion formula are :
So, = 4.34634, Eg = 3,42 eV, f = 0.0257. eV, Ao x = 11.5 and the rest of the parameters

assume null value. This gives the variation of refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient
(k) with wavelength as shown in fig-6(d) and 6(e) respectively. For comparison the
variation of n and k values for TiC>2 films as obtained from ref [27], have also been shown
in fig-6(d) and (e). The values do not agree quite well. However, as has been indicated by
various authors [28, 29], the problem with TiC>2 is that a large number of possible oxide
phases are present in its phase diagram and also it can grow in a few different structure.
TiC>2 deposited in a very good vacuum is generally crystallised in the rutile structure
which has an average r.i. of 2.8, while, with a little higher oxygen content in the vacuum
chamber, it can grow in the anatase structure which would have a lower r.i. of 2.5. Also,
it has been found that the r.i. of Ti(>> measured in-situ vary drastically during the ex-situ
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Fig-6(c): Model sample structure with the thickness obtained from the best fit of the
ellipsometric spectra.
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TI_O2_1 nn = 384.OO

Fig-6(e): Variation of extinction coefficient (k) with wavelength for T1O2 layer.

mesurements due to oxygen and water vapour adsorption when exposed to atmosphere
[30],

Fig.s-7(a) and (b) show the measured ellipsometric parameters along with the
theoretical fitting for a narrow band filter which has a very high transmission in a narrow
band of wavelength (680-690 nm). A narrow band filter usually consist of a spacer layer
which is X/2 thick bounded by two high reflecting coatings. Multiple beam interference in
the spacer layer causes the transmission of the filter extremely high over a very narrow
band of wavelength. The filter under consideration consist of two high reflecting coatings,
each of 8 layers of X/4 TiO2/SiO2 separated by a X/2 layer of TiO2- The sample structure
along with the thicknesses obtained from the best fit of the layers are shown in fig-7(c),
while the best fit parameters for the dispersion of the TiC>2 layers are:
Eoc = 4.54627, Eg = 3.48 eV, F = 0.0257 eV, A = 15.5 and the rest of the parameters

assume null values, which gives the variation of n and k as shown in fig.s-7(d) and 7(e)
respectively.

Similar exercise have been done for a beam combiner consisting of a stack of 27
alternate layers of TiO2/SiO2 (where the TiC>2 layers at both end are X/8 and rest of the
layers are X/4) the results are shown in fig-8(a) -(c) respectively.
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Fig-7(c): Model sample structure with the thickness obtained from the best fit of the
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Fig-7(e): Variation of extinction coefficient (k) with wavelength for T1O2 layer.
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Fig-8(c): Model sample structure with the thickness obtained from the best fit of the
eilipsometric spectra.

It has been observed by other workers that even in the most controlled deposition
condition the thickness and the quality of individual layers in a multilayer stack vary
considerably. However, the fittings for the eilipsometric parameters for the high refelction
mirror, the narrow band filter and the beam combiner, discussed above suffer from the fact
that due to the large number of layers involved in these cases, the thickness variation of
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the individual layers cannot be precisely determined. Also the any change in the optical
constants in a particular layer cannot be detected due to similar computational limitations.
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